Recognizing excellence in reducing disaster risk
for a safer, more sustainable world.

Questionnaire for those submitting nominations
Please note: Once you have nominated an individual or institution for the award, your nominee must
provide supporting documenting to be considered for the award. For suggestions on how to provide
supporting documentation, see section on Guidelines for Supporting Documentation.
Please fill out this section only if you are nominating an individual
Nominee’s name
Nominee’s address

Email 		

Nationality

Date of birth		

Place of birth

Sex

Education

Present position of nominee
Current job description of nominee

Nominee’s previous posts and functions

Please fill out this section only if you are nominating an institution
Institution name
Address of headquarters
Address of nominated institution if different from headquarters

Date of creation

Main fields of activity

Size

Organization structure

Annual budget and sources of income
Name and title of chief executive officer

For those submitting nominations, please provide your details
Nominator’s name
Address
Email
Present position
Previous posts and functions

In less than 100 words, please describe the remarkable and innovative effort carried out by the nominee to reduce the impact of
disasters and build disaster resilience.
In less than 100 words, please describe how the nominee’s actions have heightened awareness about the need to reduce disaster risk. In
doing so, please indicate where (local, national, regional or global) the impact of the individual’s or organization’s actions has been felt.
In less than 100 words, please describe how the nominee’s actions resulted in new partnerships that strengthen disaster resilience.
If applicable, please describe the nature of these partnerships.
In less than 100 words, please describe how the nominee’s efforts satisfy different elements essential to reducing and mitigating
disaster risk. These can include: using a multihazard approach, gender perspective, community participation, cultural diversity,
capacity building, technology transfer and training and education.
In less than 100 words, please describe how the nominee’s work is funded.

For nominees: Guidelines for Supporting Documentation
• Please include your name, address, phone number and email address on all your supporting material.
• You are strongly advised to submit documents electronically whenever possible.
• UNISDR must receive both required and optional documents, whether by post, fax or electronically,
BEFORE THE CLOSING DATE of NEW 28 February 2013.
REQUIRED: Please describe in less than 800 words the initiative that is being nominated to reduce the impact of disasters and build disaster resilience, what the results are to date, who are involved, and the level of outreach. State the
challenges you are confronting and the solution you have proposed.
REQUIRED: Please describe in less than 400 words, the financial implications of the initiative that has been nominated. If feasible, describe what level of funding has been invested so far and how you plan to use the award money
to support the initiative, if you are the successful candidate. If you do not intend to use the award money for this purpose, state how you plan to use it.

OPTIONAL SUPPORTING MATERIAL:
Item

Format

We prefer to receive this information:

Photos

.jpg

Via Dropbox, WeTransfer or YouSendIt, addressed to
isdr-sasakawa@un.org.

PowerPoint slide

.ppt

Video

.mpg

Books

Digital only

Character references

.pdf, .doc

Item

Format

We prefer to receive this information:

Posters, pamphlets
and similar printed
material (excluding
books)

Hard copy

Via post
Attn: Dizery Salim, Sasakawa Focal Point
UNISDR
9-11 Rue de Varembe
CH-1202 Geneva, Switzerland

NOTE: We discourage you to send in hard copy of books. We encourage audio-visuals and we will seek permission
to show these online or for educational purposes.

